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Assalām u 'alaikum Warahmatullāhi wabarakātuh brothers and sisters!
As always, it is heartwarming to see you all here and welcome once again as to our 
2020 Faith conference.

I would like to take this opportunity to tell you about our project called the *Youth 
Leadership Summit*. It is a platform that aims to allow our versatile youth to grow as 
individuals in terms of religion and worldly life! It will help them explore their own 
identities and be staunch in their values.

Your support and participation in this project would be much appreciated.

With that said, I bring you to today's conference, with a question; What does it mean 
to live?

We have been lead to believe that living is equal to partying, enjoying to the fullest, 
and doing whatever we desire.

We are all very familiar with 'You only live once'. We have been hearing it since 
childhood.

But do we know what it means? Do we even know if it's true? Do we really live just 
once?

I would like to invite you to explore the answers to all of these questions today!

I pray that today turns out to be a day of enlightenment for us all and that when we 
leave, we leave with the truth, and an inspired heart, mind and soul.

May Allah accept it from you and all of us and may He increase us in ‘ilm and ‘amal, 
Ameen.

Wa Alaikum Assalaam wa rahmatullaah

Nouman Idrees Sheikh,
Ameer, LiveDeen

www.livedeen.com
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EVENT SCHEDULE

Workshop 1 Workshop 2 Workshop 3 Sister only www.livedeen.com

10:05 - 10:09 Azaan Promo & Announcement MarqueeUstadh Kashif Naseem Dilkusha

4:15 - 4:50 Panel Discussion4:50 - 5:00 Vote of Thanks, Closing Note & Dua

8:56 - 9:02 Qira'ah MarqueeMOC

9:02 - 9:32 Lecture 1:  No One can ever be like me!! Marquee Ustadh Wael Ibrahim

9:35 - 10:05 Lecture 2: You Only Live Once MarqueeSh Bilal Ismail

10:12 - 10:42 Lecture 3: Standing at the edge of the Cliff MarqueeSheikh Dr Muhammad Salah

10:43 - 10:51 Announcement - Orange Tree MarqueeSponsorer - Orange Tree

10:52 - 11:00 Pitching of Entrepreneur Competition MarqueeIhsaas Trust (Mr Shahzaib)

11:33 - 12:05 Lecture 4: Our lives are but our marches to the grave MarqueeSh Bilal Ismail

12:05 - 12:15 Qirat MarqueeDr Hafiz Hamza Madni

11:33 - 12:15 Tough Decisions to Strengthen Belief Crystal BallroomSister Aiasha Aamir

11:33 - 12:15 You look Different, in Different Mirrors SenatorDr Haitham Al Haddad

12:15 - 12:18 Azaan Promo & Announcement MarqueeUstadh Kashif Naseem Dilkusha

12:23 - 12:55 Lecture 5: You are what you listen to MarqueeUstadh Wael Ibrahim

1:53 - 2:23 Lecture 6: Children & their up-bringing in the
way of Prophet(PBUH) MarqueeSheikh Dr Muhammad Salah

2:23 - 2:33 Qiraat by students & Award Giving Ceremony MarqueeDr Hafiz Hamza Madni

1:53 - 2:33 Workshop#3: Dangers of the Tongue Ambassador 3Ustadh Wael Ibrahim

1:53 - 2:33 A goal without a plan is just a wish Ambassador 1Sh Zahir Mehmood

1:53 - 2:33 The Sweet Distractions Crystal BallroomSh Bilal Ismail

2:40 - 3:10 Lecture 7: Be a beautiful chapter in the upcoming history MarqueeDr Haitham Al Haddad

3:10 - 3:15 OrangeTree Foundation Presentation MarqueeVideo

3:17 - 3:40 LDYLS Finalists & Awarding Ceremony, Announcements Marquee-

3:43 - 4:13 Lecture 8: The world and its desires will pass away MarqueeSh Zahir Mehmood

12:23 - 1:00 Battling against Temptation Crystal BallroomSister Hannah A. Sattar

12:23 - 1:00 The pain you Feel today, will be the strength
you feel tomorrow Ambassador 1Dr Haitham Al Haddad

12:23 - 1:00 Sahabah - The Real Heroes of the Ummah SenatorSh Zahir Mehmood

11:33 - 12:15 Turn to Allah before you turn to Dust Ambassador 1Dr Haitham Al Haddad

Activity SPEAKER HallTime

8:50 - 8:56 Welcome Address and Livedeen Introduction Marquee-

12:18 - 12:20 Promo of Al Waseela Trust

2:33 - 2:38 Transition

11:00 - 11:30 Tea Break

1:00 - 1:50 Lunch and Salah Break
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COUNSELORS 
CORNER & LDYLS 

11:30 - 12:45 Speech : Boys (14 - 16) Diplomat 3Burhan Khan 

10:20 - 12:45 Enterprenuers competition Governor RoomAbdullah Shah

Activity HallTime Host

10:15 - 11:15 Speech : Boys (11 - 13)(17 - 19) Senator RoomUsama Furqan Arooj Fatima Muslim 

Dr. Ruhaifa Adil

-

9:45 - 11:00 Qiraat : Girls  (11 - 13) Crystall BallroomUrooj Aafia Jawaid 

9:45 - 11:00 Qiraat : Girls  (14 - 17) Ambassador 3Hania Nuzhat Khilji

9:45 - 11:15 Qiraat : Boys  (14 - 17) Ambassador 1Amin AhmedHamza Madni

1:50 - 3:15 Qiraat : Boys (11 - 13) Governor RoomRaj Khatri Hamza Madni

1:53 - 2:33 Speech : Girls (14 - 16) Diplomat 3Hibbah Khan Dr. Ruhaifa Adil

11:30 - 12:45 Speech : Girls (11 - 13)  (17 - 19) Ambassador 3Hibbah Khan Arooj Fatima Muslim 

Judges

8:30 - 10:30 Qiraat:  Boys & Girls (8 - 10) Governor RoomHibbah KhanQaria Aasma Umai

LDYLS - SCHEDULE

S Y M B O L  O F  Q U A L I T Y
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FLOOR MAP
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Our Vision is,
TO EDUCATE, COACH, AND INSPIRE INDIVIDUALS TO ENJOY A 
MEANINGFUL LIFE'

LiveDeen strives to connect people to the Deen of Allah, and to his people. Together in 
this quest for Jannah, it helps them stay firm on the back of Allah. The audience of 
LiveDeen is diverse, belonging to different strata of the Pakistani Community, be it 
Muslim or Non-Muslim. 

        SO HOW DID IT COME ABOUT?
A group of like-minded individuals got together and decided to address the issues 
that stemmed from the unconventional way that society is brought up, many people 
in Pakistan are enthusiastic about learning the Deen, but are at the distinct 
disadvantages of being most comfortable in English in a society where more religious 
tuition is in Urdu. These individuals came up with a brand new initiative – of 
connecting the scholars of Islam in the West to Muslims in Pakistan. Thus, LiveDeen
was born.

        HOW DOES LIVEDEEN OPERATE?
Initially, LiveDeen had live video conferencing lectures, and sometimes in-parson talks 
only in Karachi. With time and the grace of Allah, most scholars have started flying in to 
Pakistan to conduct their talks, and LiveDeen has now expanded to Lahore and 
Islamabad. These sessions are conducted quarterly, along with an annual day - long 
conference.

With several speakers. These emaan boosting sessions also connect the audience to 
other souls, offer wisdom and reminders, and impart knowledge. There is so much 
more to do so a community. Our audience has also become more diverse. 

LIVEDEEN:
A RAY OF HOPE 

www.livedeen.com
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        WHAT HAVE WE ACHIEVED SO FAR?
Alhamdolillah by the grace of our Lord, LiveDeen has been able to,

www.livedeen.com

        WHO ARE THE LIVEDEEN SPEAKERS?
For the first time in Pakistan, LiveDeen is arranging Islamic workshops in English. Our
lectureshops are conducted by renowned Islamic Scholars from various countries 
around the world including Saudi Arabia, United States, UAE, Malaysia and Britain. Our 
panel of scholars include personalities such as Sheikh Abu Eesa Niamatullah, Sheikh 
Hussain Yee, Br. Daniel Haqiqatjou, Br. Wael Ibrahim, Sheikh Yusuf Estes and many 
more. We also make sure we include our esteemed local speakers so that the 
interaction allows the community to come together and these ulema can apprise the 
international scholars of our existing issues.

Conduct 19 
Events

Bring 16+ 
Scholars To 
Pakistan

Catered to 
9000 Audience 
Members

www.livedeen.com
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FC 2020: YOLO

        STORY BEHIND THE THEME
With our world shrunken into a rally for self-fulfilment and pursuit of desires, nobody 
wants to be outpaced. YOLO is a call to have it all before the ‘ultimate end’. As we 
delve deeper into the glitz of life, a voice resonates from within, awakening us to the 
most meaningful realisation: Is death the ultimate termination?Does life really end 
after death, or is it just the beginning? Do you, indeed, "Only live once", or is there 
another life after our worldly demise?

YOLO is a 21st century motto that stands for ‘you only live once’. Leading a life based 
on this statement requires one to indulge in all pleasurable activities and make the 
most of this life before they die.

But do you really only live once?

Believing in this meaning of YOLO engages people to follow a delusion and hence 
pursue the apparently attractive pleasures of life regardless of them being permissible 
or impermissible by Allah. Life in this way becomes a deception and leads to 
destruction in the hereafter.

The need of today is to understand the meaning of YOLO in its true spirit i.e you get 
only once chance to win the favours of your Lord and earn jannah. What you sow here, 
you shall reap in the Hereafter. Hence one should not miss the only one opportunity 
given in this life to deserve eternal bliss Hereafter.

Looking at YOLO from this perspective changes everything to the extent of looking at 
the trials and tribulations of this life as tests given by Allah. It is only then we 
understand the true meaning of the Ayahs below:

‘And We will surely test you with something of fear and hunger and a loss of 
wealth and lives and fruits, but give good tidings to the patient, Who, when 

disaster strikes them, say, "Indeed we belong to Allah, and indeed to Him we will 
return." Those are the ones upon whom are blessings from their Lord and mercy. 

And it is those who are the [rightly] guided.’ (2:155-157)

Following a life based on principles adhering to ‘YOLO’, will only lead to displeasing 
your Lord and giving up your chances to attain a life of immense bounties in Jannah. 
This life will never satisfy us and its enjoyments are nothing compared to what’s in the 
Hereafter.

www.livedeen.com
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You don’t only live once. You will live again in the hereafter, but, where will it be, 
Jannah or Jahannum?

www.livedeen.com

FC 2020: YOLO

"O you who have believed, what is [the matter] with you that, when you are told to 
go forth in the cause of Allah, you adhere heavily to the earth? Are you satisfied 

with the life of this world rather than the Hereafter? But what is the enjoyment of 
worldly life compared to the Hereafter except a [very] little." (9:38)

So, ask yourself, do you only want to live once, transgressing against your soul and 
following your nafs blindly? Or do you only want to live once following your Lord’s 
commands and living a life that Prophet Muhammad                            lived? Do you not 
want to be among the righteous to whom it will be said:

"O reassured soul, return to your Lord, well-pleased and pleasing [to Him], and 
enter among My [righteous] servants and enter My Paradise." (89:27-30)

www.livedeen.com
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CHAPTER PROJECT:
YOUTH LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

Pakistan is one of the richest country in terms of youth population. It means, If we as 
nation only rely on the faith, education and skills of our youth, we will be able to pay 
off our all debts , will be able to uplift our status and also to retain our grace as nation.

The Social concerns like identity crisis, individuals having no dream or Purpose of their 
lives and hence , they have lost the drive to excel or change the undesirable to 
desirable , led LiveDeen to launch a chapter project of Youth Leadership Summit. The 
aims and objectives of YLS are:

1. To educate , Coach and inspire individuals to enjoy a meaningful life
2. Make youth realize their individual identity (as khudi Suggested by Allama iqbal) 
and collective consciousness (as Ummah_the best of nation)
3. Make them actualize the purpose of their existence without depending on
external means

LiveDeen aims to provide open platform to youth to express their feelings, 
communicate their view points and exchange their ideas and innovative solutions. In 
Faith Conference 2020. Youth Leadership Summit has offered the opportunity to the 
youth of age eight to thirty five for expression in terms of speech , communication 
through video development and exchange ideas of entrepreneurial solutions of social 
issues other than the competing for excellence in Qiraat.

        FAITH SPEECH CONTEST
Synonymous with the theme of the Conference, the topic of the speech is "Live, as if
you will die tommorow" . Dr Muhammad Iqbal advice the youth that those who have
firm belief, they live a life of a radiant sun, whose luminous light always find out the
way to enlighten its Surrounding. no matter what. The prizes for the winners of the
three age groups will be Rs 10,000/- , Rs 15,000/- , Rs 25,000/-

        DIGITAL MEDIA COMPETITION
In the era of Vloggers and Videography, LiveDeen aims to transfer the skill into
meaningful activity. The theme of this Competition is "Pakistan!! My Pride , My
Responsibility ." There is no age restriction. The winner of the best video will get the
Prize of 75000/-.

www.livedeen.com
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        SOCIAL IMPACT ENTREPRENEUR COMPETITION
LiveDeen helps to motivate the youth to stand up against all odds, potentially change 
the crisis into Opportunities within the available resources, and make a difference for 
the world around them.The theme of this Competition is "Grounding The Greatness". 
The Seed Money Prize for the Winners of both Male and Female categories apiece
will be Rs 75000/-

As Allama Dr Muhammad Iqabal recommended the youth in his poem, 'Emergence 
to Islam' to,

Immerse yourself in yourself , my forgetful one , this is the secret of life; Come out
from the fetters of evening and morning, become immortal.

        QIRAAT COMPETITION
LiveDeen through this competition intends to revive our youth's vital relationship with 
The Qur'an and to raise the spirit of competition between children with its recitation. 
All Participants will get a chance to demonstrate their capabilities and increase in 
their Love for the Qur'an with renewed motivation. The Prizes for the winners will be 
Rs 15,000/- , Rs 20,000/- & Rs 25,000/-.

We want to move forward to revive the golden era, no matter how small our actions
are, we strongly belief that in sha' ALLAH, with these small steps, together we will be
able to anchor the stars beyond horizon.

S Y M B O L  O F  Q U A L I T Y

www.livedeen.com
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private capital to reduce poverty levels in Karachi. Over the years, the Trust has experimented 

poor to start and sustain their own micro-businesses. 

(including the Zakaat and Sadaqa stream) are carried out under the supervision of and due 
diligence by shariah advisers.

Current partners in healthcare Audited by





Azaan’s vision is
“TO EDUCATE, COACH AND INSPIRE INDIVIDUALS TO ENJOY A 
MEANINGFUL LIFE.”
Azaan Institute, started in 2012, is a non-profit, non-partisan and nonpolitical 
educational initiative, which offers workshops and courses on all matters relating to 
the Islamic faith using the professional multi-media material.

With the blessings of Allah Subhananhu ta’ala, the institute has taught over 10,000 
unique students. It has set standards and inspired many individuals to do notable 
work in their communities. The institution raised the bar on how Islamic knowledge 
cannot only be sought but also loved!

www.livedeen.com

AZAAN INSTITUTE
PAKISTAN

Azaan Institute Offers:
   Large-scale Conferences
   One-day Certificate Courses
   Sisters Only Events
   Powertalks
   Webinars

Azaan Institute’s Course Instructors:
   Qari Sohaib Meer Muhammadi
   Sheikh Abdul Jabbar Bilal
   Ustadh Kashif Naseem Dilkusha
   Ustadh Kamran Abdul Rauf
   Dr. Kanwal Kaisser
   Ustadha Aiasha Amir

www.facebook.com/azaankarachi
www.azaaninstitute.org
0333-2926544
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KNOW
THE SPEAKERS

Dr Haitham is an Islamic jurist (faqih) who serves as a judge for the 
Islamic Shariah Council (UK & Eire). He has studied the Islamic sciences 
for over 20 years under the tutelage of renowned scholars such as the 
late Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia as well as the retired Head of the 
Kingdom's Higher Judiciary Council.

He submitted his doctoral thesis on Islamic Jurisprudence concerning Muslim 
minorities and gained a PhD at SAOS University of London. He is highly respected, 
having specialised knowledge in the field of fiqh, usul al-fiqh, maqasid al-shari'ah, 
ulum al-Qur’an, tafsir, aqidah, and fiqh al-hadith. He provides complex theories 
which address the role of Islamic jurisprudence within a western environment whilst 
also critically reanalysing the approach of Islamic jurists in forming legal rulings (ifta’) 
within a western socio-political context.

He has many well known students most of whom are active in dawah and teaching 
in the West. The Shaikh is qualified to deliver verdicts as a judge under Islamic law, a 
role he undertakes at the Islamic Council of Europe as Islamic judge and treasurer. 
Dr Haitham al-Haddad also sits on various the boards of advisors for Islamic 
organisations, not just in the United Kingdom but also around the world.

1) Dr Haitham Alhaddad
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Dr Muhammad Salah is one of the well-known Islamic scholars. He led 
the Islamic Center of Victoria, Texas and founded two Islamic and Arabic 
schools, namely Iman Stems and the Muslim Generation. He is a PhD 
holder in Comparative Fiqh. He has a Master's degree in Islamic Studies 
from Cloverdale college, Theological Foundation - Indiana, USA. He 

obtained his B.A. in Shari‘ah and Islamic Law from the University of Al-Azhar in 
Egypt. He also obtained a pre-master diploma in Islamic studies from the American 
Open University.

Has a degree in pharmacology and worked as an assistant professor of 

pharmacology. He obtained a four-year diploma in Muslim arts and Arabic 
calligraphy. Currently he is working as he "Religious Adviser" of Huda Satellite TV, one 
of the world’s leading Islamic Channels roadcasting exclusively in English since 2005.

He is also the presenter of “Ask Huda,” “Correct Your ecitation” and "Gardens of the 
Pious" programs, which were rated as the highest viewed programs to be 
broadcasted by Huda TV. He also lectures at AlAzhar University, Islamic University of 
North America and London College online 

2) Dr Muhammad Salah

Sheikh Abdul Raheem is a graduate in Dawah and Usool Ad-Deen 
faculty. He began his Islamic studies in Sudan and his zeal for knowledge 
took him to Saudi Arabia to study the Quran, Tajweed and Arabic 
language. A passionate lecturer who presents Islam as a solution to 
mankind. He lectures around the world and on TV channels including 

Huda TV, Qatar TV, Sharjah TV and Peace TV. Due to his work in the field of Dawah, 
he is featured by various prominent Dawah Organizations. He also worked in the 
field of Islamic Education, teaching Islamic Studies in Sudan and Dubai

3) Sheikh Abdul Raheem Mc Carthy
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The Sheikh is a graduate in Islamic Law from Islamic University of 
Madinah. Certified in Computer Science and Arabic, as well as a qualified 
Microsoft Certified Systems engineer, he memorised the Quran before 
entering high school. He considers himself “still a student of knowledge - 
and will always be!” He is currently employed as an instructor for Al 

Kauthar Institute teaching Fiqh, Hadith and Tafsir courses internationally. He heads 
the Students’ Guild which provides distance learning for higher Islamic Studies.

4) Sheikh Bilal Ismail

Sheikh Zahir is a graduate in Islamic Theology. He holds an ijaazah 
(certificate) from Darul Uloom, after studying the sacred sciences there. 
Founder and principal of AsSuffa Institute and Outreach, catering various 
full time and part time courses disseminating Islamic knowledge and 
modern understanding. He took the role of the Khateeb for Jami Masjid 

(Birmingham). He developed a in-depth Islamic History series in English language 
exemplifying his unique delivery style and candour as a teacher, preacher and 
activist. He is internationally renowned with the objective of reviving the hearts with 
Islamic teachings.

5) Sheikh Zahir Mehmood

Ustadh Wael is a graduate in Islamic Studies and Comparative Religion 
Study. A Certified Master Life Coach & John Maxwell certified coach, he is 
also a facilitator and a professional trainer on self-development, public 
speaking and leadership. He is a full time teacher and speaker and also 
hosts a radio show ‘Ask a Muslim’ in Hong Kong. Founder and Chairman 

of Connect Institute (worldwide) and Serving Islam Team (Hong Kong). He has 
authored a series of books.

6) Ustadh Wael Ibrahim
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80 different ways of Qira’t in one man. Dr Hamza is a Qari of Saba Ashra 
Qira’at learnt both Sughra and Kubra. A PhD holder in Hadith from 
Islamic University Bahawalpur. He serves as an Assistant Professor at 
Imam Muhammad Bin Said University Riyadh and as lead taraweeh at 
Faisal Masjid Islamabad. He is also a part of the principal faculty of Quran 

in Lahore Islamic University. Before he turned 18, he recorded whole Quran in 
different Qira’at in Kuwait. Reaching the hearts of Ummah with his soothing 
recitation, he has helped many get closer to Allah.

7) Dr Hafiz Hamza Madni

Sister Calisha secialises in Islamic Identity Coaching and personal 
development. She has taught to countless Muslim and non-Muslim 
communities. She serves as an active community leader, speaker, teacher 
and mentor for Muslim women and youth and has avast experience in 
community service for Muslims of diverse ages and backgrounds. Growing 

up with a mixed cultural background in Australia and strugglingg to prioritize her 
Islamic faith, she gained first-hand insight to have a strong Islamic identity. Founder 
of Developing Diamonds business she is also a homeschooling mother of five, and 
studies and teaches Quran and Islamic Studies.

8) Sister Calisha Benette

A graduate from Punjab University, Sister Aiasha’s zeal for knowledge led 
her to study Quran, Arabic Grammar and Tajweed at Al-ilm Institute with 
Huma Najmul Hassan. Later she joined their administration and became 
a trainer, conducting advanced level programs. She annually conducts 
Daura-e-Quran lectures during Ramadan and works as a social activist 

campaigning against sensitive societal issues including abortion. She is well known 
for her projects that help people living slums and other lower areas of Karachi with 
her dedicated team, providing basic necessities and tarbiyah sessions.

9) Sister Aiasha Amir
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Educator, Trainer & Counselor from Chicago, Illinois,USA
• A student of Quran & beneficial Ilm
• Masters in Islamic Studies
• BS with a major in psychology& Education University of Illinois Chicago
• Motivational speaker, specially inspiring Youth to connect to Allah & His 

Book, The Quran
• Diploma in Quran Tafseer & Sahi Bukhari (Dar uz Zikr Saudi Arabia, UAE)
• Quran Tafseer Teacher Alhuda international Welfare Foundation, Muslim Education 

Centers, Chicago, IL
• Pre & Post Marriage counselor (with guidelines from Quran & Sunnah)
• Counselor Youth & Family life: Designs & Conducts parenting & youth Workshops 

on various topics, based on the principles of Quran& Sunnah
• Curriculum writer, advisor & Staff Trainer Islamic schools Chicago Designed Islamic 

Curricula with in depth Lesson Plans for Middle, High School & Graduate Levels
• Theology Department Head Muslim Education Centre, Chicago
• Chair, Parent/ youth Committee, Islamic Schools, Chicago
• Advisor Youth Enrichment Activities, Chicago
• Traveled widely & Worked with over fifty nationalities in a diverse environment 

globally as a Teacher & Advisor

10) Sr Hannah A Sattar

Hina Adil Osawala is a student of Quran, she has completed her Bachelors 
in islamic studies,also have done diploma quran course of 1.5 years 
Currently working as a core team member with different organizations 
and also doing Certification Course in Psycology from I.O.University. She is 
a Certified Life Coach and a Certified Hypnosis Practitioner. She is also a 

Student Counsellor and an O'Level Islamiyat Teacher at Avecina School.a Adil Osawala 
is a student of Quran, she has completed her Bachelors in islamic studies,also have 
done diploma quran course of 1.5 years Currently working as a core team member 
with different organizations and also doing Certification Course in Psycology from 
I.O.University. She is a Certified Life Coach and a Certified Hypnosis Practitioner. She is 
also a Student Counsellor and an O'Level Islamiyat Teacher at Avecina School.

11) Hina Adil Osawala
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